The Second Annual

Great Work

Re-Imagining Humanity as the Planet Changes

An exploration of
sustainability writing
at OSU.

Introduction
The stories we presently tell ourselves about how
to be successful are usually set in a world with a
stable climate, abundant environment, and reliable economy. That world is now at risk. If destabilized climates, decimated habitats, and declining
cheap energy become the “new normal,” where
will we look for new stories about how to create
lives that are truly prosperous, sustainable, joyous, and just?
The Great Work of our time is to re-imagine
what it means to live well on a changing planet.
This is the challenge set by the late Thomas Berry,
a visionary environmental thinker. It is also the
challenge posed to students by “The Great Work”
contest at OSU: In essays or videos, to tell new
stories about who we are, we human beings, and

how we might find our full humanity as part of the
interconnected cultural and ecological communities of the Earth.
We are honored to share with you the winning
submissions from this year’s “The Great Work”
contest. With insight and skill, these writers tell
stories about renewing relationships with our
places and landscapes, with animals and plants,
with our ancestors and with future generations.
We hope you’ll join these courageous young writers in furthering “The Great Work.”
(Gratitude to this year’s judges: Brenda McComb, Dean, Graduate School; Larry Roper, Vice
Provost for Student Affairs; and Becky Warner,
Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs)

I Doubt That He Cares Much WHAT You Do
These were words given to me by my father when, at
age nine, while hiking through Washington’s Olympic National Park, we rounded a bend in the trail and
came to an open alpine meadow.
It was the end of August, and the last remnants of
the vibrant lupines, glacier lilies, and Indian paintbrush that had dotted the landscape for the past few
months were just starting to give way to the plethora
of drooping berries that signaled the inevitable return of autumn. It was the height of a summer day,
and the languid heat of a Northwest summer was
still heavy in the air, but the sickly-sweet smell of
cooling earth permeated the atmosphere, telling the
perceptive citizens of that particular mountainside
that it was time to take advantage of the local bounty
while the opportunity presented itself.
It was one of these denizens, in fact, that had
ultimately prompted my father’s response. A black
bear, (a big one, I was told) browsed aimlessly, but
with a latent sense of purpose, in a patch of emerging
huckleberries across the meadow. He (or she, I freely
admit that the continuation of this mystery was
worth the potential ramifications of clarifying the
issue) was a bear that had obviously lived a full life as
bears go, and with his growing autumn gut and lazy,
half-hearted snout-probes into the surrounding
bushes, he was the perfect picture of contentment.
I, of course, did not know this, this having been
my first encounter with a bear. My primal fightor-flight response immediately kicked in, scrabbling convincingly at the suddenly unconvincing
knowledge that a browsing black bear posed little
real danger. I immediately looked to my father, the
font of infallible knowledge, and asked him what we
should do.
It was this question that earned the almost dismissive response, and, in reaction to my obvious
lack of understanding, my father simply chuckled
and continued down the trail, giving the bear a
wide berth. To my relief, the bear chose not even
to acknowledge our presence, and I was inclined to
forgive his lack of courtesy.

Empathy is a gift unique to humanity. Query the
bear as to how he feels about the loss of a distant
forest, and it is my assertion that your likelihood
of eliciting an answer falls somewhere below the
likelihood of that same interviewee turning into an
elephant. True foresight is a purely human vice. Ask
the bear for his opinion on the latest environmental
legislation and his response will be much the same as
to your previous inquiry. Such is the nature of life; to
those who live it on more than two legs, the world is
limited to where those legs can travel, and ambition
is limited to the protection of the body attached to
those legs.
It is these qualities that truly reveal the role that
humanity has been given in the universal struggle
that is evolutionary progress. Never before has a
species achieved such overarching dominance in the
world, and it is nothing short of miraculously fitting
that this same species has been given the capability
of judgment, to truly evaluate and understand the
ramifications of its own actions. Such power defines
our responsibilities as global stewards. A salmon encountering a smaller fish will not stop and consider
the abundance of that fish before eating it. My bear,
after finishing his forage, gave no credence to the
boundaries of the park that offered him legal protection as he lumbered away from the clean-stripped
berry bushes.
It has, of course, been a number of years since
my chance encounter with the bear and his huckleberry patch. My father has passed away, and I can
only imagine that the bear, too, has since ceased his
forage. My father’s words, though, continue to surface as I continue to exist in a world of extinctions,
clearcuts, and burning rivers. We have the power
to save or to doom much of the world’s biota, and
the choices that dictate the outcome will be made
decades before that outcome becomes apparent. The
decision is purely ours. And the plants? The wildlife?
The landscape? To quote a great man, until the ramifications of the decisions that now face us become
clear, I doubt they care much WHAT we do.

Rob Blenk
Rob Blenk is a 3rd-year student majoring in Fisheries
and Wildlife Science with a minor in Botany. Rob is active
in the Oregon Chapter of the Wildlife Society and the
Audubon Society, and is pursuing a career as a wildlife
biologist with the National Parks Service.

Thunderbird

Elizabeth Records
Elizabeth Records recently earned a BS in Natural Resources
at Oregon State University. Her interests include building
more sustainable food systems, ecological restoration,
GIS, apiculture, and homesteading. She grew up in a
family of storytellers.

You, almost too old to be our granddad,
might believe we long for the things that you could buy
with money back then, the glut of toys
which live in your dreams, yet lie broken in every ditch.
But these stories even now are joining the tales that we tell
when it’s too dark to work and too light to sleep.
Your stories are keeping company
with the stories of heroes, sages, and tricksters
who lived in every blade of grass before ever a road was paved.
The power of stories was not used up even when you, old man, used up almost
everything else.
The stories are with us this minute. Our faces shine with imagining (and perhaps
a little beer)
as you tell about zooming down a night-glittering avenue, into a desert metropolis
that has since blown away like a tumbleweed. Then we tell about an ark
riding the vast waves onto solid ground, and sleep through a night lit only with stars.
We rise with the sun to hoe the arcs of our fruitful garden. The rusty skeleton
of your Thunderbird is motionless as an erratic boulder hurled by an ancient flood.
Last night, we were moved by your tale of how it once flew,
yet we can hardly imagine this in the broad day.

An Objection to the
Impossibility of Being a Bat
“Bat sonar, though clearly a form of perception,
is not similar in its operation to any sense that we
possess, and there is no reason to suppose that it
is subjectively like anything we can experience or
imagine…. We cannot form more than a schematic
conception of what it is like.”
-Thomas Nagel, What is it Like to Be a Bat?

Alexis White
Alexis White is a graduate student and instructor at
Oregon State University in Corvallis, OR. An alumnus of
Carleton College, her work has appeared in Windmills, The
Blood Orange Review, Dilate, Burner Magazine, Wordletting, Hidden City Quarterly, The Barometer, Manuscript,
and the Atlanta Review. She is the recipient of the Spring
Creek Sustainability award, and the Shotpouch residency
at Oregon State.

There is nothing
it is like to be a bat,
except being a bat.
We cannot look through blind eyes.
We can never know what it’s like
to be another.

Vernal Pool

Really, every poem I write
goes out into that same dusky evening
to someone I’ve never met, or have,
but glancingly. I send it
on the single wing
of a postcard. I fly it
in the night.

Eryngium’s
white spines
like sea urchins
on diverging stems
Downingia’s
petals once flared blue
outlasting water’s hues
        
You are there
Toes titillating
worms penetrating
parched earth

It is true that I am writing nightblind, sounding
you out. Singing
in the dark, I am hoping
my voice might strike a form,
resonate, and echo
back to me, so I might know your
speed, position, and trajectory. I am hunting
for the flying morsel
of what it is like
to be you.

Harmony Burright
Harmony Burright, a second year Master’s student in the
Water Resources Graduate Program, studies how federal
agencies are transitioning to more strategic, outcomebased, landscape-scale investments in conservation.
Harmony loves to sail with her husband on the mighty
Columbia when the wind kicks up and has dreams of
playing her guitar in a crowded coffee shop.

Go to where
the Downingia
and Eryngium
grew

Zak Weinstein
Zak grew up in Corvallis
and stayed to study botany
and has pursued my passion for the arts here as
well.

Water now flows
down prairies
of past
to pool
Downingia!
Eryngium!
Stake claim to your
realm
It is time to return
Occupy the farmer’s
field
Remain untilled
until the land’s fulfilled
flourishing
ephemeral
flowers’ll be
the flags
of victory

A Letter of Hope
My dear child,
I write this letter to you to be opened on your 18th birthday. I recall that at the age
of 18 I had finally learned to see the world beyond myself. I began to see my own
mother as a fallible human, a woman with past and future joys and sorrows that I
could only brush against, but never fully know. I began to appreciate her resourcefulness and hardship, realizing her tenacity and the sacrifices she endured
to make sure that I could live well. It is my hope that at this age you will have
the same awareness, empathy and perhaps forgiveness for your own mother.
As much as I have tried to lead by example, it is also important that you come to
learn from my own faults and failures.
Your grandmother was a very industrious woman. My brothers and I were
never left wanting, even though we had little. Any ounce of excess, any morsel of luxury in my mother’s life was neatly wrapped and generously bestowed
upon us. We all flourish by the grace and hard work of our parents. As I write
this letter in the spring of 2012 I am not a financially wealthy woman, but I am
brimming with a wealth of knowledge and opportunity. I have found work that
stems from and fuels my passion. All of the challenges I have faced up until this
day prepare me for the challenges that encumber the path ahead. It is my hope
that you will benefit from all of my hard work, just as I benefited from my own
mother’s hard work…though they are different inheritances. Let me explain.
As I write this letter our world is on the brink of monumental economic,
political, social and environmental changes. We are “recovering” from one of the
most significant economic setbacks that our country has seen in its very short
history and Europe is slipping towards another downturn as their financial systems degenerate. Americans have taken to the streets to protest vast economic
inequity. People in the Middle East clamor for democracy and are met with the
violent force of their government. As we prepare for the 2012 presidential elections, the political arena is drowning in vitriolic language and corporate pander-

ing. The voice of reason has been reduced to a whisper, a gurgle. Anthropogenic
contributions to carbon dioxide in the atmosphere have raised global temperatures, resulting in erratic weather patterns and more frequent natural disasters.
Despite the projected catastrophic impacts of global climate change, we as a
people refuse to change course. We are too many and we want too much without
compromise or sacrifice.
It is my hope that as you read this letter, you are living in a more stable world.
It is my hope that the multitudes will awaken and we will all begin living within
our means. It is my hope that we are part of a strong and supportive community
and that we have a greater sense of what that means. It is my hope that we have
more compassion for our neighbors, both near and far. It is my hope that we
have extended our concept of community to include non-humans that sustain us
physically, emotionally, spiritually. It is my hope that the air is clear, the water
is clean, there is colorful food aplenty and that you feel loved. It is my hope that
you will be kind and responsible in caring for this world that you inherit. It is my
hope that rather than aspiring to more, you know how to be happy with less. It is
my hope that you will relish the little things that many of us lose sight of. It is my
hope that this world will continue to heal under your careful watch.
Upon reading this letter you will now know now that I am only human. I
have my limitations just as every other person on this planet. You will know
that despite my bold convictions, my lofty ideals, I too can be a hypocrite. That
while trying to create a better world I will likely have consumed more than my
fair share of resources, pledged promises I could not keep, made difficult choices
that some may be loath to forgive. It is my hope that you are able to recognize
that the time I could not devote to you as a person, I was devoting to this world
on your behalf. It is my hope that my hard work and sacrifice will be worth what
I may lose. It is my hope that you will look at me as I look at my mother and
think she worked hard so that I may live well. In the end, that is all a mother can
truly hope for.

How Many Bumblebees Did You Pet Today?

Elliott Finn
Growing up Elliott Finn spent much of his time camping,
hiking, and exploring in the outdoors. Now as a Junior
majoring in Biology and Environmental Economics, Policy
and Management, he continues to enjoy the many wonders of nature in his spare (and sometimes class) time!

Six in the morning, when the sun barely crests the
hills in the distance and the dew still clings to grass
blades, is the best time to pet bumblebees. My papa
says the cold air keeps the bumblebees moving
slowly. Most March mornings, my brother, Ian, and
I would run out to the rosemary bush in the front
yard and search for bumblebees. In frigid spring air
the bumblebees, our bumblebees, struggled to move
one leg and then the next, gradually getting caught
in the flowers’ anthers. After this strenuous effort, they would stop to rest. Eyes wide, my brother
would excitedly reach out with a gentle finger, softly
stroking the delicate wings of our lethargic friend.
Soon, losing patience, I would shout that it was my
turn and jostle Ian to the side.
Ten years later I stand facing a large rhododendron, adorned with delicate magenta blossoms.
Bumblebees industriously move from flower to
flower, collecting nectar. I smile when one clumsily
drops from a flower, unable to maneuver her large
body into the blossom. Nonetheless, she flies to find
a more suitable flower with more nectar. After a few
minutes of observation I realize that these bees are
anything but clumsy. Rather they are engaging in
a delicate dance, deftly entering the depths of the
flowers to probe for nectar, before moving seamlessly to the next flower. Perhaps carrying a few
grains of pollen, fertilizing the next generation of
rhododendrons. Remembering our old ritual, I reach
out to pet one bumblebee, quickly recoiling when
she flees the flower, perturbed that I would intrude
on her lunch. I had forgotten the cold air rule; it was
too late in the day to be petting.
When did I forget how to pet bumblebees?
This question bothered me for several days after I
observed the eons-old, coevolved relationship of
pollinators and flora. Something happened. Somewhere between eight and eighteen I had forgotten
to watch, with wide-eyes, the dance of pollination.
When did it happen? Was it when I buried myself in
article after article detailing the impending doom
of climate change? Was it when I applied for college, preoccupied with worries about my future?
Was it when I stayed up late struggling through
calculus problems? At some point, I stopped petting
bumblebees.
Months later I encountered a quote that reminded
me of what I had forgotten: Abraham Joshua Heschel
vivaciously exclaimed, “our goal should be to live

life in radical amazement…to look at the world in a
way that takes nothing for granted. Everything is
phenomenal; everything is incredible. To be spiritual
is to be constantly amazed.” When I grew up, I did
not lose my amazement lens, I just started using my
lens selectively. The idea of viewing life through an
amazement lens is inspiring. The smallest events,
plants and animals are often incredible. All children
have an amazement lens.
Camping in the wild always clarified my admiration for life. Walking through stands of old growth
hemlock, sword ferns cutting at my ankles, freed
my mind of distractions and solidified my ethical
beliefs. Over the years of bustle and business, appreciating nature became something to do on the
weekends, on a summer camping trip, or on a long
hike in a wilderness area. My pace of life separated
me from the fabric of all our lives: the fact that nature is everywhere.
Looking through an amazement lens at life is a
universally uniting experience. Everyone has pet a
bumblebee somewhere in their past. We can reignite
our daily relationship with nature by remembering
these past encounters. Years of passing by the flower
bushes without detailed observation had erased the
subtleties of interacting with bumblebees from my
memory. These details and relationships surround
us. When we forget to notice nature, we forget how
to live in nature. Yes, there are sweeping developments and we are destroying natural habitats at
astounding rates. The first step towards moving the
planet back towards equilibrium does not lie in carbon pricing, wind energy, or urban growth boundaries, but rather with recognizing our intimate
interactions with life on earth.
Activists face daunting problems. Yet stopping
and remembering the beauty of what we still have
reminds us of why we want to continue to coexist
with these organisms. As biologist Fred Allendorf
eloquently stated, “we need to recognize and feel
at a deep level that ultimately we are not conservation biologists trying to save other species. Rather,
we are one emergence of life on this planet trying to
save itself.” The bumblebees are a part of my backyard ecosystem. What life is part of your backyard
ecosystem? Your sidewalk ecosystem? Everywhere
we look we can find examples of life’s tenacity, from
the native prairie hugging a road cut, to the native
bumblebees burrowing next to my front patio.
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